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ASE Resolutions 

 
- The Board of Directors of ASE decided to 

delist Al Nayazk Dies Manufacturing from 
the Second Market following the drop in 
its shareholders equity to less than 25% of 
the paid-in capital as of the July 29, 2001. 
The shares of the company shall be traded 
on the Third Market. 

 
- The Board of Directors of ASE decided to 

transfer the listing of Amman Insurance 
Company shares from the First Market to 
the Second Market due to its annual loss 
beyond 30% of the shareholders equity as 
of the July 29, 2001. 

 
- The CEO of ASE decided to list the 5.25 

million raise-in-capital shares of the Bank 
of Jordan as of July 22, 2001. This 
increase was achieved by way of 
capitalization of their issuance premium, 
bringing the paid-in capital to JD 26.25 
million. 

 
- The CEO of ASE decided to list the 

5,945,091 raise-in-capital shares of the 
Middle East Bank, which emanated from 
private subscription, as of July 15, 2001. 
bringing the paid-in capital to JD 
15,945,091. 
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- The CEO of ASE decided to list the 750 

thousand raise-in-capital shares of the Al 
Sharq Investment Projects, which 
emanated from private subscription, as of 
July 15, 2001, bringing the paid-in capital 
to JD 11.750 million. 

 
 
- The CEO of ASE decided to list the 3 

million raise-in-capital shares of the Al 
Razi Pharmaceutical Industries, which 
emanated from private subscription, as of 
July 30, 2001, bringing the paid-in capital 
to JD 13 million. 

 
 
- The CEO of ASE decided to list the 500 

thousand raise-in-capital shares of the 
International Silical Industries, which 
emanated from private subscription, as of 
July 31, 2001, bringing the paid-in capital 
to JD 2 million. 

 
-  The Board of Directors of ASE decided to 

appoint Mr. Rami Al-Hadidi as legal 
advisor to ASE as of July 15, 2001 
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Issuance of the Public Shareholding 
Companies Guide, 2000 and the Listed 
and Traded Companies Guide, 2001 

!EF'0!$51#٢٠٠٠!א'D*8,(!אA,BC@"!א'2,?"!'2,<!! 
 EF'0!5٢٠٠١!א'D*8,(!אH$1C"!5א1GCא5'"!'2,<!

ASE has released the Public Shareholding 
Companies Guide for the Year 2000 on a CD 
ROM to be distributed for free. The Guide 
carries general information about public 
shareholding companies, their most important 
financial statements for the last five years, and 
the most significant financial indicators and 
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ratios for the last two years. The ASE also has 
released the Listed and Traded Companies 
Guide for the Year 2001, which includes both 
the Arabic and English companies names, as 
well as their code, Reuters code, telephone 
number, email, the market in which they are 
listed, subscribed shares, market 
capitalization, shareholders equity, total 
assets, net income after-taxs, cash dividends 
and some other financial ratios for each 
company. These statements cover the 1999 
and 2000 fiscal years. 
  

""aB5r:"0r[�"."�"Urr({6"""%אJr$א""#rr�%JKא"I=60r�(4?"אrr(+
"""""�=rA("#(LאJBrKאL٢٠٠١""""<=|j"�.O"?4(J(א"א{b"z&B�"X4c"

)�I=60r"אL"#r�%JKאJBrKאaBr>.(=^"#(L"א)L"#4^0Aא� .v34#""""""""""א
""""""""""Jv¡(אL"�w=¢81%"אL"#607"?�("t£vL%"3@%L"C\10(3"אr@0(אL
"""""""""#h=�,"#60�(¤4"א:89"אh"YLאJBrw"z{r(א"F&rG(אL"CrDL£�(�א
"""F&rrNcL"#41&rrG(4\#"אrrN(אL"=rr9^"MrrBB�K89"אrr:sא"+JrrO"`,

�v0'#"אg&r\/L"a\b=rGK"אr�&K&+אy=r$L"I"א)JA^"�^0r"א)"""""""""""
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"aB4(=Kא"aB5G(א"MG5(אL١٩٩٩"L"٢٠٠٠". 

 
Arab Financial Markets Network 
Starts its Services 

,QR,?1.!S4!/1&R!Tא%UV'!"F4*2'א!"W&8'א 

The Arab Financial Markets Network starts its 
services this coming September. An Arab 
Stock Exchanges Union’s report explained 
that the Network would be a visual Arab 
market that would enable Arab investors to 
have access to information on 1400 or so 
listed companies on 10 Arab Exchanges with 
the possibility to trade their securities. 
Trading in 2000 was equal to 8.3 billion 
securities of a total value of $21 billion. The 
Network aims at raising the standard of 
transparency and disclosure in the financial 
markets, promote active interchange of 
trading among all Arab financial markets, 
along with a spread out of Arab exchanges 
into regional and international financial 
communities. 
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JSC Stops The Financial Investment 
House Co. from Operating on the ASE 

!!!!!!!!XFY%G'0א$!א!"D*Z!X+%R!"F',Cא!Tא]$5א!"\-FA
7,@]!"#$%4!^!E@2'א!_] 

The Board of Commissioners of the JSC 
decided to stop Financial Investment House 
Co. from operating on the ASE following its 
breach of the Securities Law and the 
regulations and instructions issued there 
under. 

""""""""""""""¯=Nv,"#4rD+%s#4"אr(=Kא"Fא%Lsא"#±r4b"Cr�&R@"-r./"%0r1
"""""""""#$%&^"y"?\A(א"HO"#4(=Kא"Iא%=\EB:Z("�4²&B(#607"+א%"א
""""""#rr\³DsאL""#4rr(=Kא"Fא%Lsא"_&D=rrN("=9BrrR(=´"JrrA^"_=rr\O

¥=�BN«"*%+=P(א"I=\4.AB(אL. 

News of Companies ),D*8'א.&,$!א 

The First Telecommunications Group has 
changed its name to Bahraini 
Telecommunications Company/Jordan and its 
abbreviated form of “BATELCO JORDAN” 
was adopted by the ASE for the purposes of 
trading as of July 23, 2001. 
 

rr7"8rr:א"µrr>w"�"�'rrP4("IT=rrPwZ("`Lsא"#rrO&\°#60"א
""IT=rrrrPwTאL"#4rrrr5NB.("#4rrrrD+%s#4"אrrrr5v0¶'(#60"אrrrr�(א

(BATELCO JORDAN) "،""+=\BrrOא"�"Xrr4c
"""""""kא%='BOא"YLאJB(א"I=v=>("_=\O"#$%&^"?'1"H@"JrvJ·8"אr:Tא"

"H@٢٣/٧/٢٠٠١_+%sא"&�.B^"0PB¸K8"א:Tא"�ª". 

Conference on the Investment 
Opportunities and Outlook in Jordan 

 ?d*a!*ef!אa:5!$,@bGUc,+`!^!א]70$
The ASE, represented by its CEO Mr. Jalil 
Tarif, took part in the Investment 
Opportunities and Outlook in Jordan 
Conference, which was organized by the 
Middle East Studies Center on 17-18 July 
2001. The ASE participation took the form of 
a paper on the Investment Infrastructure and 
Culture and their Role in Economic 
Development. Mr. Tarif reviewed the most 
important aspects of investment culture in 
both the national economy and the capital 
market, underlining the significant recent 
developments on the capital market, 
particularly the improvement and regulation 
of the market in line with international 
standards, more depth and efficiency due to 
increased market confidence and security, and 
enhanced confidence in Jordanian investments 
and the Jordanian economy. 
 

"""""#r$%&^"�6%=r7""""""?4.�"J4G(א"z{4R5B(א"=b0vJ«"#.E�"_=\O
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Workshop on the Bonds Market and 
How to Develop It 

g*N%hR!E&U5!)1אiB'א!T%U!j%k!E@]!"Z$5 

The JSC in cooperation with AMIR program 
organized a workshop on the Bonds Market 
and How to Develop It. Ms. Adela Al-
Baghdadi and Ms. Mona Hadadin represented 
the ASE to this workshop, which falls within 
a series of activities that the JSC conducts 
with the objective of developing and 
deepening the Jordanian capital market. Many 
topics were tackled, such as the importance of 
the government bonds and corporate bonds 
market in Jordan, their advantages to the 
Jordanian capital market, and case studies of 
other countries in this field. 
 

""""""""""""#N.c"µ@א"¼@=D0^"�@"_L=AB(=^"#4r(=Kא"Fא%LTא"#±r4b"IJrNO

"""""""""¥{b"y"2%=7"،¥0rv&¦w"?'r:L"IאJ5rG(א"F&r:"Y&rc"?r\O

"""""""""""""""""#(+=O"*J4rG(א"Hr@"?r6"_=r\O"#r$%&^"HrO"k=^LJ5r@"#r7%&(א

""""""Hv+אJc"�5@"#rGDא�L""z+אJ>'r(א".""""H\�"#7%&(א"¥{b"Cw]wL

"""""""""""""،CD+%sא"Y=Kא"ij%"F&:"�4r\AwL"0rv&¦w"y"#±r4¢א"+&r9�

"r(L=5wL""""""""IאJ5G(א"F&:"#4\bj"=95r@"�4rא�&@"*JrO"#r7%&(א"�

"""""""""#'G5(=^"U(V"=v3א@L"_+%sא"y"I=60�(א"IאJ5:L"#4r@&א��

�0[j"YLJ("�%=½"#:א%+L"_+%sא"y"Y=Kא"iא%"F&G(. 

FTSE Indicators Fully Free Float 
Adjusted 

lF--H*R jא(!א*--Zf?FTSE!!mQ--U[24--01!א!
j51אGn'!"k,GCא!o*pא 

 
The May 2001 FOCUS issue of the FIBV 

indicated that the entire range of FTSE 

indexes will be fully free float adjusted to 

reflect availability of stock in the market 

accessible to public investment as of  June 15, 

2001.  
 

""""""""""Yj"#v09�(א"#v%='r[s0*"אr�5(א"y"<=r�FOCUS"O"y""+J
"""""%=rvj"09r7٢٠٠١""""iא%"Fא&:T"C(LJ(א"+=ªTא"HO"*%+=rP(א"
"Y=rrKאFIBV"#rr$%&^"_j"FTSE""#rrh=6"?vJABrr^"�rr@=1"

"""""""""89:sא"+JA^"=9¶4�0w"8B4("=9'GBª"u(4=:#4"אN(א"�=r1%sא
"""Hrr@"kא%='rrBOא"YLאJBrr.("#c=BrrK١٥/٦/٢٠٠١א".""¥{rrb"Cw]rrwL

"""""""""""""""?'1"Hr@"YLאJBr.("#c=BrK89"אr:s#60"אrc"-�ABr("*&r¦א�
0\EBGKאHv. 

EURONEXT Goes Public 
!"--#$%4EURONEXT  !!,Q@Q--U/!q*--hR

"?,]!"@A,B?!"D*8D!>,2'9!א,GGDr' 

EURONEXT NV, the European exchange 
formed by the merger of the Amsterdam, 
Brussels, and Paris exchanges, will initiate 

"""#r$%&^"�r@=1EURONEXT NV ""#½=5r(אL"""HrO
+@L"?rG6L0^L"-v%=r^"#r$%&^"Hr@"?r6"¼rא@rG£+א�"^¦0¨"""""""""""""""
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its IPO on 21 June. Euronext NV will list on 
the main list of Euronext Paris. The 
indicative price range has been set between 
EUR 24.0 and EUR 27.5. Euronext shares 
will be offered from 21 June, and closed on 
4 July. The first day of trading is expected to 
be on 6 July. 

""""""""�v%=B^"#@=O"#\b=G@"#60�6"�=A(א"�=BB6Z("=9\9:j٢١/٦/
٢٠٠١""""""�v%=rw"�BrcL"٤/٧/٢٠٠١".""""""89:א;"א%+,"�"J1L"א{rb

""""Yj"#r$%&^EURONEXT"""""#$%&'("#4G4�0(א"#\�=N(א"y"
"""""""�&v"=9\9r:]^"YLאJBr(א"jJr^"Jr1L"-v%=r^٦/٧/٢٠٠١"�"J1L"

µ7]w"0A:"��L"a^"¨Lא£v"=¢"z٢٤"L"L%&v"٢٧,٥L%&v"". 

 
 
 
 

ASE’s Performance During July !*QZ!jr.!"#$%&'א!s0א/M%e! 
 
Cumulative trading value from the beginning 
of 2001 till the end of July reached JD 
(316.4) million compared to JD (191.6) 
million to the same period of 2000, an 
increase of (65.2%). The trading value for 
July was JD (120.8) million, which was 
registered during 23 trading days. 
  
This rise in the trading volume is due to the 
deal on the Arab Bank shares, which is 
considered the largest deal in the ASE 
history. The Social Security Corporation 
bought the Kuwait Investment Authority’s 
400 thousand shares holding in the Arab 
Bank at JD 170.75 a share, amounting to a 
total value of JD 68 million, the deal was 
brokered by the United for Financial 
Investments. 
 

Concerning the share prices, the general 
price index, weighted by market 
capitalization, closed at (144.7) points at the 
end of July, an increase of (2.7%) comparing 
to June, while it registered an increase of 
(8.7%) comparing to its level at the 
beginning of this year.  

""""""""""""""�BcL"�=A(א"א{b"#vאJ^"{5r@"Cr\6א)£א"YLאJBr(8"אr¬c"r.^
"""&r�"#rv=9Dt)"٣١٦,٤"(""""""""�@"#rD%=N@"%=5rv+"_&4r.@)١٩١,٦"(

"""""""""""g=Rw%=^"zj"،C�=Kא"�=rA(א"Hr@"*£rR(א"-R5r("%=5rv+"_&4r.@
"""¤B'rGD)٦٥,٢"."(٪""""""""""""""09�(א"א{¢"YLאJB(8"אr¬c"r.^"Xr4c

)١٢٠,٨"("YZ["?¬:"%=5v+"_&4.@٢٣YLאJw"�&v". 

אc"y"g=Rw%T¬8"א)JBאYL"א`"א)NRP#"א)rb"+&rAvL"��"u}א"""""
""""""""""""�v%=w"y"#NR$"¡6א"¡BAw"u(אL"C^0A(א"U5'(89"אr:א"�.rO
""""""""""CO=\B�Tא"_=\�.("#@=A(א"#G:�Kא"�r@=1"Xr4c"#r$%&'(א

"""""#rPc"<0אr�^"""#r@=A(א"#±r4¢א""""""U5'(א"y"%=\EB:Z("#4rBv&�(א"
"""""#>(='r(אL"C^0rA(א)٤٠٠"("""""""�.O"=b{4R5w"�"u(אL"89:"�r(א

"""0Ar:١٧٠,٧٥"""""""#60�(�4"אr:&(א"�v0r�"HrO"I{rRDL"k5=%אrv+"
"#\4N^"#4(=Kא"Iא%=\EB:Z("*J¶BKא)5=%)"٦٨v+"_&4.@". 

L""""""""C:=4N(א)810"א"�.¾j"JNh"89:sא"%=A:j"#60�"#'G5(=^"=r@j
"""""""""""09r�("#41&rG(4\#"אrN(=^"��0rKא"�=rA(אt&�"J5O")١٤٤,٧"(

"""،#r¦ND""g=Rw%=^""¤B'GD)٢,٧"(٪""C�=Kא)�09"א"HO"""ac"y"،
 .BG@"HO&א¥"J^"yאv#"א)A=�٪)"٨,٧(G5^"k=O=Rw'#":¬?"א%
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 Zf?  !!!!!!!!!ASE's Performance Indicators*א(!/0אs!א'&%$#----"
 

 % 
Change 

" 0v3cא_
June 

t&� """
July 

 

Trading Value (JD million) 129.2 52.7 120.8 "YLאJB(8"א¬c)%=5v+"_&4.@( 

Daily Average Value (JD m)  89.3 2.8 5.3 "C@&4(א"YLאJB(א"YJA@)_&4.@"( 

No. of Traded Shares (m) 16.3 26.4 30.7 "89:sא"+JO)_&4.@( 

No. of Contracts"(thousand) 35.2 18.2 24.6 "+&NA(א"+JO)�(s=^( 

No. of Bonds Traded (th) 625.9 5.8 42.1 "#(LאJBKא"IאJ5G(א"+JO)�(s=^( 

Value of Bonds Traded (JD th) (55.4) 1780.5 794 "#(LאJBKא"IאJ5G(41\#"א)�(s=^( 

Market Capitalization (JD m) 2.6 3721.2 3817.8 "#41&G(4\#"אN(א)_&4.@( 
 

,Q@QU/!$,2U/!^!I,],tR$א!*bD[א'82*!א!),D*8'א "      """",Q@QU/!$,2U/!^!I,u,tvא!*bD[א'82*!א!),D*8'א 
!!!!!!!!  Top Ten Performers  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Lowest Ten Performers  

Company’s  
 Name 

٪ 
! 

FZ¾� א
Closing

   Company’s   א:8"א)�#60
 Name 

٪ 
" 

FZ¾� א
Closing

 א:8"א)�#60

Jordan Sulpho-
Chemicals 25.8 0.23 "I=vL=\46&R.G(א

#4D+%sא 
 Irbid District 

Electricity 42.9 3.00 "<=^096J^%#³"אh=¿ 

Middle East 
Complex For Eng.  14.7 0.64 

"�:Lsא"F0�(א"�\/
#4:J5¢א"I=O=5P.( 

 Jordan Kuwait 
Bank 29.5 2.50 uv&�(א"CD+%sא"U5'(א 

Middle  East Bank 12.5 0.56 �:Lsא"F0�(א"U5^  Real Estate 
Development 29.3 0.75 Iא%=NA(0"אv&¦w 

Intel. For Optical 
And Hearing 12.1 0.29 

"#O=5P("#4K=A(א
"I=4A\G(אL"I=v0P'(א

 Intel. Tobacco 
And Cigarettes 27.9 1.74 "0�=¬G(אL"_=[J(א

#4(LJ(א 

Jordanian Duty 
Free Shops 12.0 5.85 "*0א�"Fא&:sא  Jordan Steel 24.0 1.29 _+%sא"JvJc 

Arabian Seas 
Insurance 11.6 0.38 A(א)'¶=%"אa@]B.("#4^0  National Steel 

Industry 23.3 1.11 
#O=5P("#45�&(א 

M.P(א" 

Universal Modern 
Industries 9.9 1.09 

"#EvJ#4"א�K=A(א
"I&v3(א"#O=5P( 

 
Aladdin Industries 20.5 1.06 HvJ(א"<ZO"I=O=5$ 

El-Zay Ready 
Wear 8.1 0.79 #G'(Z("z3(א  Jordan Chemical 19.4 2.65 #vL=\4�(א"I=O=5P(א 

Jordan Inv. Trust 8.0 0.69 "Iא%=\EB:Z("#NE(א
#4D+%Tא 

 Jordan Rockwool  19.2 0.31 z0¸P(א"¯&P(א 

Union Chemical & 
Vegetable Oil Ind. 7.8 0.47 "I=O=5P(א"+=ªא

I&v3(אL"#vL=\4�(א 
 Ready Mix 

Concrete 16.5 0.92 3b=·א)'=�&_"א 
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Foreign Investment wiH[א!$,-@bGUcא 
 
# The value of shares purchased by Non-

Jordanians in July equaled JD (14.8) 
million, (58.8%) of which were purchased 
by Non Arabs. 

 
 
# The value of shares sold by Non-Jordanians 

was JD (82) million, (95.7%) of which 
were sold by Arabs. 

  
# During this month, net Non–Jordanian 

investments showed a negative balance JD 
(67.3) million. 

 
 
# Net investments by Non–Jordanians 

showed a negative balance JD (92.3) 
million during this year, compared to JD 
(1.5) million for the same period of last 
year. 

 
# By end of July, shares owned by non-

Jordanians represented (39.4%) of ASE 
capitalization, (34.1%) of which owned by 
Arab investors and (5.3%) by Non-Arabs. 

#""""""""""""""""a4D+%sא"µr¾"?'r1"Hr@"*א£r�K89"אr:s4\#"אr1"�r>.^"
"""09r7"YZr[t&�)"١٤,٨"(=95@"،"%=5v+"_&4.@ )٥٨,٨"(٪
"Hv0\EBGK"µ¾�0O". 

#"""""""""""a4D+%sא"µ¾"?'1"H@"#O='K89"א:s41\#"א"�r>.^")٨٢"(
"=95@"،%=5v+"_&4.@)٩٥,٧"(٪�0O"Hv0\EBGK"". 

"    y=$".^"9�0"א:µ¾"%=\EB"אb"YZ["a4D+%s}א"א)"#
)٦٧,٣"(%=5v+"_&4.@""M(=G(=^"". 

#""""""�=A(א"#vאJ^"{5@"a4D+%sא"µ¾"%=\EB:א"y=$".^"c"�B
" #v=9Dt&�)"٩٢,٣" ("%=5v+" _&4.@""M(=G(=^"""""�@" #D%=N@" ،""
)١,٥"("""C�=Kא"�=A(א"H@"*£R(א"-R5("%=5v+"_&4.@. 

#"""""""a4D+%sא"µ¾"?'1"H@"#6&.\K89"א:s٣٩,٤(""�7.�"א"(٪
"41&rrG(4\#"אrrN(א"Hrr@""#rrv=9D"y"#rr$%&'.("#t&rr�=95rr@"،""""""

)٣٤,١"(٪L"،�0O"Hv0\EBGK)٥,٣"(٪�0A(א"µ>(. 

ASE Website xJyJzא!"W&Z!{n]!"#$%&'3!א+%?! 
The number of visitors of ASE website 
reached to around (1.4) million in July 
comparing to (1.1) million visitors in June. 

""JrO"r.^"""t&�"097"YZ["#r$%&'(א"�r1&K"Hv0r١,٤( +"א)3א�"(
"�@"#D%=N@"0א�t"_&4.@)0א_)""١,١v3c"09�("_&4.@. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 Research & External Relations Department     """"""""""""""""""""""  """""" """" 0*"אL"À=Ásא)I=1ZA"א�=#4�%

7,-----@-]!"---#$%-4  !!!  !!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Amman Stock Exchange! 
"_=�0O–"#4.[אJ(א%*"אtL"�01"  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !  Arjan - Near Ministry of Interiors 

"�w=b٥٦٦٤١٠٩"–"٥٦٦٤٠٨١"-r6=h"""""�٢١٢٤٦٦"."""""�٥٦٦٤٠٧١"_=rr\O"""١١١٢١""−_+%sא" 
Tel. 5664081 – 5664109      Fax 5664071      P.O. Box 212466  Amman 11121 – Jordan 

"CDL£�(�  E-Mail :  exchange@go.com.jo:"א)¡Jv"א
�D£D� : www.ase.com.jo:"Web Site:אO"�1&K.�"7'�#"א
 
"+א�
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